Abstract

Confidentiality of data or resources is of primary importance in Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) Systems. The research work presented through this paper discusses the PPDM model in which the privacy of data transacted amongst the various Data Custodians involved is highlighted. The data available with each data custodian is assumed to be horizontally portioned. The proposed model considers the C5.0 algorithm for data mining and classification rule generation due to its advances and classification accuracy over its predecessors. Privacy of the data transacted or secure multiparty computation is achieved by using the commutative RSA cryptography scheme. The proposed model is compared with the existing secure group communication techniques like Secure Lock and Asynchronous Control Polynomial in terms of computational efficiency. Furthermore the privacy preserving feature of the proposed scheme is proved in terms of the computational indistinguishability of the data transacted amongst the varied data custodians involved discussed in the paper.
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